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1. Customer communications in the digital age 

How should an organisation respond to social media comments 

such as these? 
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Why are digital customer conversations so important? 

As many organisations have found – to their cost – social media has become hugely 

powerful. It can damage even longstanding brands with a few well-crafted words or pictures. 

Equally, social media can act like ‘death by a thousand cuts’. Many everyday people 

tweeting and posting negative comments about your brand can have a more severe long-

term impact than one ‘Stephen Fry moment’.  

The risk of not delivering excellence in digital customer conversations, which covers social 

media customer services (Facebook and Twitter) and webchat, is that you can’t respond 

effectively to ‘brand grenades’ and nor can you protect your brand over time. When you do 

get it right, though, you tap into the potential to win loyal fans for your brand.  

One retailer we interviewed reported that 45% of its inbound customer contact is by social 

media – handled with great success. In the airline industry consumers are increasingly using 

Twitter and Facebook rather than letters and complaint forms to resolve issues. Brands such 

as Burberry have 17m followers on Facebook, creating a fabulous communication channel.  

Our research Are You Speaking Clearly? analysed thousands of social media and webchat 

interactions and surveyed 1,000 consumers, leading to a range of insights. One such insight 

was that nearly two-thirds of the Facebook responses posted by organisations in reply to a 

comment are followed by a further response from another member of the public. Social 

media service has the power to go massively viral as well as acting as a word-of-mouth 

multiplier through consumers reading comments that usually don’t hit the headlines.  

The fastest-growing channels for customer service 

As phone calls to call centres decline, social media customer service and webchat are the 

fastest-growing channels for everyday customer service, whether to discuss a new product, 

query a bill or arrange a delivery. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

73%  

of online consumers 
use Facebook  
2 to 3 times a  
week or more 

30%  

of online consumers have 
tweeted or posted a comment 
about a large organisation on 

Twitter or Facebook 

12%  

of online consumers  
have made a complaint by social 

media 

80%  

of UK consumers are 
online 
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In short, social media customer service interactions are potential ‘brand grenades’ – the 

simplest mistake can become a costly PR disaster for any organisation. So, does your 

organisation ensure your advisers have the skills to avoid this experience and a contingency 

plan to limit damage if the worst happens? 

Should social media customer service and webchat be different 

from other types of customer service? 

As a new and fast-growing customer service channel, social media has its own culture, 

communication style and rules. Some argue that it’s fundamentally different from the more 

traditional service channels. They tailor their offering accordingly, with advisers using a less 

formal, more relaxed and more humorous style in their social media customer service and 

webchat conversations.  

But consumers who use social media for customer service still want the same core features 

they get from traditional channels (in-store or phone): full resolution, speed, low effort, good 

relationship and strong reassurance. They care more about this than whether the adviser 

calls them Mr or Mrs or whether they get a witty reply with an emoticon. 

Procter understands the power of digital customer conversations and works with brands to 

build excellence in their social media and webchat teams. We used the findings from our 

research to develop our unique and groundbreaking REVTM programme – a framework for 

measuring the quality of social media customer service and webchat. REVTM is underpinned 

by nine dimensions, centred around Relationship building, Efficiency goals and Value 

creation. Through the programme we offer key services – assessment, blueprinting, 

benchmarking and development – designed to help you introduce, maintain and safeguard 

good practices to protect and enhance your organisation’s customer relationships, efficiency 

and value. 

The challenges that need to be solved 

Our research highlighted three issues that business and contact centre leaders need to 

address in order to deliver excellence in digital customer conversations. From this 

conclusion, we identified six ways in which organisations can respond to these challenges 

and developed the Procter REVTM framework in which to do this effectively.  

Issue 1  Organisations need a new framework for measuring the quality of their 

social media customer service and webchat 

How do you know if you’re delivering first-class social media customer service? Do you even 

know what that looks like? Put simply, how well are your individual advisers doing when they 

respond to social media comment and webchat? The research points to a digital dialogue 

measurement void.  

There are new tools to measure social media reach, and sentiment analysis aims to capture 

the emotional essence of customers’ comments, both positive and negative. But many 

organisations don’t know how to measure the quality of their social media customer service 

conversations. And many brands haven’t considered how to align their social media and 

webchat offering with their brand promise to deliver an all-round first-class customer 

experience.  
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For the organisations that get this right, there are huge opportunities to build relationships, 

efficiency and value for the customers. Leading brands in the use of social media, such as 

ASOS, Barclays Bank, BT, GE, KLM and Virgin Media, create awareness through social 

media and a clear springboard for customer interaction and loyalty.  

Issue 2  The type of response and quality of interactions vary hugely 

Do you know how your organisation stacks up against your competitors? Our research found 

a huge variation in the type of response to customer complaints or queries (from no 

response at all to a referral back to the call centre or a request to ‘PM or DM us’).  

There’s also huge variation in the quality of responses across different organisations, 

platforms and advisers. Using the Procter REV™ framework, we benchmarked 73 brands 

spanning the financial services, telecoms, travel and hospitality, retail and public sectors. We 

analysed more than 7,000 interactions across Facebook, Twitter and webchat to assess 

performance. This revealed significant differences, including, for example, a 40-point 

difference between best and worst performer in the travel and hospitality sector. 

Webchat tended to be handled better than social media, but many brands underperformed 

on Facebook. Very few brands were achieving success in all nine dimensions of the REV™ 

framework.  

Issue 3 Advisers need new skills and capabilities 

Are your social media customer service advisers all fired up and ready to go? Do you have a 

rigorous personal development plan in place for each adviser? You may already have a star 

team – though in this fast-changing environment all organisations should continue to develop 

and enhance advisers’ skills. 

Our research highlights the crucial role that social media customer service and webchat 

advisers play in building relationships between your organisation and its customers. Here, 

again, we found big gaps in performance. Senior leaders need to ensure that all advisers 

have opportunities to develop the right attitudes and communication skills to deliver first-

class customer service across all channels. 

Responding to these challenges 

It is clear that customer demand for social media and webchat interaction is growing, and 

these conversations are taking place in public. At Procter, we recommend you equip your 

organisation in the following way: 
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The REVTM framework provides a structured approach to your digital customer interactions, 

and delivers excellence in digital customer conversations. 
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2. Why are digital customer conversations so 

important? 

 

The power of social media is immense – close to three-quarters (73%) of consumers use 

Facebook two to three times a week or more. It is also fast-changing: platforms like 

WhatsApp, Tumblr, Snapchat, Pinterest and Instagram have become major players in recent 

years.  

For some consumers, the ability to embarrass a brand through feedback or a complaint on 

social media is very empowering. It gives a sense of “Now I’ve got you…” after years of 

frustration with customer service. Waiting on hold in endless phone queues or having 

conversations with uninformed advisers is a common perception of large organisations’ 

customer service. 

We’ve already mentioned the well-documented examples of celebrities using social media to 

complain about certain brands. But each year there are millions of comments about 

organisations from regular customers, usually highlighting everyday failures. Any one of 

these can have a big impact on the brand, some becoming brand grenades and going viral. 

One Twitter user even took the step of paying to promote his comments about British 

Airways’ service to its followers.  

Although creating lists of the worst customer service (e.g. #fail) has become an annual event 

in which no organisation would want to feature, it is the ‘death by a thousand cuts’ impact of 

many people making negative comments about a brand which may have a more lasting 

impact on reputation.  

 Consumers are actively using the power of social media to attack and 
embarrass brands 

 Three in four consumers would complain to an organisation through social 
media, with one in two happy to tweet or post their issue in public 

 The quantity of social media comment directed at major brands is rising 
day by day 

 Some organisations respond to more than 1,000 tweets a day  

 30% of consumers have already used webchat to contact a large 
organisation and 60% would in the future 
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Almost three in four consumers would attack brands using a social 

media service 

 

 

The potential for brand grenades is high, with 

consumers increasingly encouraged by friends, family 

and the media to use social media to complain. 

Procter’s research shows that 71% of consumers 

today are happy to contact large organisations by 

social media for customer service: that’s nearly 35 

million adults in the UK alone.  

Worryingly for organisations, 51% of these people are happy to post or tweet in public so that 

their friends can support them and others online can read of their experience. Only 34% 

would prefer to use a private (PM) or direct message (DM). Facebook and Twitter are the 

dominant channels for these types of interactions, although 4% (more than one million 

people) would choose other platforms such as Snapchat or Pinterest.  

 

35 million adults in the UK 

are happy to contact large 
organisations by social 
media for customer service 
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Webchat adds to the risks brands face 

Although webchat is not conducted in public, examples 

of poor digital customer conversations are used as 

evidence to make complaints and as ammunition in 

word-of-mouth recommendations. Our research shows 

that 30% of consumers have used webchat to contact 

large organisations, and 61% say they would use it in 

future.  

The commonality between social media and webchat is 

the power of the written word and the ability to transfer 

the dialogue to other consumers at the click of a 

mouse.  

Social media and webchat services will grow 

The threat of brand grenades should not mask the fact that the number of consumers who 

want to interact with organisations for everyday customer service issues is growing. As 

service moves towards more text-based dialogue, with consumers spending so much time 

on social media, organisations will see more and more interaction in this way.  

Already, one of the most successful operators of social media service, Tesco, regularly 

responds to more than 1,000 posts and tweets each day. These are certainly not all 

complaints. Even among financial service providers, which have struggled to attract social 

media followers, Barclays has more than 520,000 Facebook likes and responds to 200 or 

more tweets a day. 

Social media and webchat interactions are here to stay. Organisations need to be ready for 

the barrage. 

  

30% of consumers have 

used webchat to contact 
large organisations  

61% of consumers would 

use webchat to contact 
large organisations in the 
future 
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2.1 Are social media and webchat interactions 

different from other types of customer contact? 

 

It’s irrefutable that social media and webchat are two of the fastest-growing communication 

channels for organisations in an omni-channel world of device and application multiplicity. 

Our research identifies the remarkable success some brands are having with social media, 

transforming their service operations. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 Consumers are actively using the power of social media to attack and 
embarrass brands 

 Harnessing the opportunity of digital customer communications has 
strategic benefits 

 Social media isn’t a new world where the traditional ground rules of 
customer conversations can be cast aside 

 Good digital customer communications require the right strategy and 
blueprint to deliver success 

 Social media needs to be consistent with a multi-channel strategy that 
provides a joined-up customer experience 

 Core brand promises need to be reviewed and supported by digital 
interactions  

“45% of our customer contact is now 
through social media.” 
 

Social Media Team Leader, Retail 

30% of consumers have 

used webchat. Great for 
proactive selling, and widely 
deployed in customer 
service too. 

“Two years ago we had 300 messages a week, now we are at 5,000 
a week. It’s going to grow more. We are promoting Facebook and 
Twitter everywhere. The telephone won’t be here in the next five 
years. It’s less expensive and quicker and it’s a one-stop shop.” 
 

Customer Service Director, Airline 
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Is social media unlike any other customer service? 

Published sources and our interviews with executives and consumers emphasised the fact 

that social media has its own culture, communication style and rules. This has led some to 

conclude that any service delivery needs to be quite different from face-to-face, phone and 

email channels. Sometimes this has been interpreted to mean that structure, style rules and 

quantification of employee performance should be much more relaxed than in a traditional 

customer service operation. 

There is evidence of organisations creating new ways of interacting with consumers in social 

media: 

 Injecting more humour into interactions 

 Responding much less formally – no ‘Mr’ this and ‘Mrs’ that 

 Replying more quickly 

 Playing ping pong with quick-fire back and forth responses  

 Being more apologetic (in public) 

 Being briefer in the response 

However, many organisations still respond simply by redirecting consumers who post or 

comment through social media to the traditional channels of phone, email and web. Others 

ask for a private or direct message, often for regulatory reasons, which is only effective for 

around one-third of consumers; most find this an unnecessary or inconvenient step.  

Customers want traditional service from social media and 

webchat – however, with a twist 

Although a case can be made for the uniqueness of social media service, our research 

showed that consumers still want the same elementary customer service outcomes they get 

when they use store, phone or online channels: 

 Full resolution of the problem 

 Speed 

 Personalisation 

 Clear communication 

 Low effort 

These factors are more important to consumers than humour, comments that are worthy of 

being retweeted or the use of emoticons. Importantly, digital customer conversations need to 

be consistent with a multi-channel strategy, to provide a joined-up brand experience.  
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A digital customer communications blueprint 

As social media service operations become more advanced and handle larger volumes of 

contacts, our research shows managers continue to use strategies and blueprints that are 

similar to traditional channels.  

Key questions your blueprint needs to answer  

1  How accessible should you make your brand on social media and webchat? 

2  Should you build a community of customers or a forum to answer service questions? 

3  How fast do you want to respond to comments and direct messages? 

4  Should your brand respond in-channel, or switch the consumer to a non-social media 

or webchat channel to get the full answer? 

5  Do you make celebrities of advisers and build their online fame and publicity? 

6  Do you try to entertain, humour or make friends with your customer? 

7  Should you offer multilingual support? 

8  To what extent should you automate or personalise responses? 
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Defining your digital customer conversation strategy  

Once these questions are resolved, creating the right strategy and environment for 

great digital customer conversations means responding to customers’ needs as well 

as respecting resourcing constraints. Questions about accessibility need to be 

resolved. How will resolution be delivered, what capacity will there be to increase 

resourcing in response to higher demand, and what type of twist or personality do 

you want to underpin your strategy? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Colleague 

 How do we make stars of our people? 

 How do we upskill? 

 Do we ring-fence or blend? 

 Should we recruit new specialist people? 

Customer 

 How do we deal with aggressive, trolling or 
stalking customers? 

 How do we deflect consumers from using social 
media? 

 How do we use more canned language in 
webchat? 

 How do we handle complaints and escalations? 

 How do we improve our webchat? 

Community 

 Should we invest in making friends on social 
media? 

 How do we build the positive power of 
community? 

Company 

 How should we represent our brand through 
social media customer service? 

 What is our blueprint for webchat, Twitter and 
Facebook? 

 How do we deal with a crisis in our business or 
on social media? 

 Offshored web chat: how to succeed? 

 How do we cross-sell/add value? 
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This then leads to lots of detailed questions around the 4Cs of any blueprint – Colleague, 

Customer, Community and Company. For example, how do we upskill our existing team or 

recruit new people? How do we deal with aggressive, trolling or stalking customers? How do 

we handle complaints and escalations? Which other online communities do we connect 

with? How should we manage offshore resources? How do we handle a crisis? 

Marketing and service need to work together 

In developing a blueprint for digital customer communications, managers need to make 

decisions about the respective roles and relationships between the marketing and service 

departments. Early on, interaction with customers through social media tended to rest in the 

PR department, eventually shifting to marketing. Today, the most advanced organisations 

recognise that customer service needs to be part of the picture and all departments need to 

work together if the organisation as a whole is to consistently deliver excellence in customer 

service. 

There are countless examples where one department does not support another, where 

social media customer service advisers do not reflect the brand values or are not aware of 

what impact their approach has on the brand, or where marketing departments ignore 

feedback from customers or prospects because it is not about sales.  
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Social media is a great opportunity for organisations, but also a 

place where mistakes are easy to make 

 

The use of care accounts by large brands is a neat way of segregating customer service 

from marketing. However, these need to be integrated into all other channels of 

communication to provide a joined-up brand experience.  
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Although social media and webchat are different from the phone and face-to-face 

channels in some ways, the need for planning, measurement and skills development 

is vital.  
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3 
Three issues facing 

customer service 
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3.1 Organisations need a new framework for 

measuring social media customer service and 

webchat  

 

Through talking to clients and industry leaders, Procter quickly realised that few 

organisations had a tool they could use to assess the quality of their digital customer 

conversations on social media and webchat.  

Measuring sentiment, not dialogue 

Social media tools measure reach, number of followers and marketing response, though 

when it comes to measuring the quality of the interaction, tools are lacking. Compare this to 

call centres, where every week an adviser’s call handling and conversation skills will be 

measured internally (and frequently rated by customers).  

Some organisations are using sentiment (algorithm-based) tracking tools that trawl social 

media to find comments from customers and others, and assess whether they were broadly 

positive or negative. Few organisations have established clear and robust tools for 

developing these interactions to ensure that they are customer-centric, delivering consistent 

service and supporting the brand.  

This gap will become more costly as more organisations use social media mining to 

proactively create queues of inbound tweets and posts for advisers to respond to, leading to 

rising volumes of digital customer conversations. 

Achieving excellence in digital customer conversations 

For more than 30 years, Procter has been building better customer conversations, our 

expertise is second to none in the UK customer service industry. Combining this with insight 

from client engagements and extensive business and customer research, Procter developed 

a unique and industry-leading framework for assessing the quality of digital customer 

conversations. 

Our research has proved conclusively that it is not enough for an organisation simply to 

respond to social media comments. The measurement void reflects the many factors that 

determine the success of that response: 

 Many brands do not measure the quality of their digital customer 
conversations, leaving them exposed to damaging mistakes and errors 

 Organisations need to align social media and webchat with their brand 
promise to deliver a great customer experience 

 Procter has developed a customer-centric framework called REV™ to 
assess social media and webchat performance  

 The REV™ framework can protect organisations from brand grenades 
and deliver excellent digital conversations 
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 Does the customer actually want a response to their post or comment? Was it directed  

at the brand? 

 Is the comment, post or complaint genuine? Can it be verified? 

 In what form do they want the response? In public, in private, by the same channel or 

another media? 

 What should the content of the response be? 

 Will the response be misunderstood or misinterpreted within the context of 140 

characters? Or will other consumers online join the discussion, in either a positive or 

negative way? 

 Can the response realistically resolve the customer’s issue/comment? 

The impact of failure in any of these areas can be catastrophic, given the public nature of 

social media. Even getting these elements right is just scratching the surface of a fantastic 

digital customer conversation.  

REV™ – A framework for assessing digital customer conversations 

 

Our research has created a breakthrough framework to assess the quality of social media 

customer service and webchat. REV™ takes understanding of digital customer 

conversations to a new level, identifying the key drivers of success, based on three pillars: 

 Relationship – the impact of the conversation on the customer, their rational 

and emotional feelings towards the brand, and also the benefit to the 

organisation in terms of customer advocacy and loyalty. 

 Efficiency – the effectiveness of the response to the customer. Does it minimise 

the effort they need to make, resolve their issues, and limit demands on the 

organisation’s resources? Is it in tune with the consumer’s attitudes and 

feelings? 

 Value – does the interaction create value for the customer, in any way possible? 

And does the organisation benefit from better sales, higher customer satisfaction 

or similar? 
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The REV™ system is based on nine dimensions of customer conversation success as set 

out in the diagram below. These dimensions drive Relationship, Efficiency and Value for 

brands, based on our research and our experience as a leading business in the marketplace. 

The framework assesses advisers’ performance in responding to customers’ social media 

and webchat interactions. It identifies the quality of an organisation’s digital conversations:  

 

 

The REV™ framework is rooted in Procter’s 30-year heritage of dialogue design, and is also 

underpinned by detailed consumer research with social media users. This research has 

enabled us to select and also to prioritise the nine dimensions. When it comes to social 

media customer service and webchat, consumers have strong preferences for resolution, 

accuracy and understanding.  
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3.2 The quality of social media and webchat 

interactions varies hugely 

 

The social media customer service landscape is wide. On the one hand, there are 

organisations like Virgin Media and BT, which have each responded to nearly one million 

tweets since setting up their care pages. On the other hand, there are brands for which 

response rates are in the low hundreds or have even ceased altogether after having failed to 

succeed. This means customer comments go unchecked or unanswered. 

Procter’s research shows that there is a gulf between organisations in terms of the type of 

responses they provide, varying between: 

 No response at all 

 A ‘go back to the call centre’ command 

 A ‘thank you but can you PM or DM’ request 

 A web-form to fill out 

 A response in-channel – either in some detail on Facebook or in very short 

form on Twitter 

A huge variation in the volume and quality of digital conversations  

The variation extends to the quality of conversation: 

 Some advisers introduce themselves, others do not 

 Some cut off webchat conversations at a moment’s notice, others ask if they 

can help with anything else before ending the conversation  

 Some use emoticons, others are more formal  

 Some are open for responses 24/7, some are 9 to 5  

 Some use ‘canned language’ extensively, others tend to personalise 

messages  

 Some brands delete negative feedback, others do not 

 Understanding how your digital customer conversations compare to those 
of your peers and competitors is vital in developing a blueprint for success 

 Building ‘clear blue water’ between your brand and others creates 
opportunities for customer recruitment and loyalty 

 Procter’s REV™ benchmarking reveals a gulf in performance between the 
best brands and the worst when it comes to delivering digital dialogue 
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The quality of the written word also varies widely, with some brands relying on standard 

‘canned’ responses or giving little thought to generating their own, which can lead to 

misspellings, abruptness and rudeness. There are examples of excellence too, with many 

advisers performing well, though the lack of consistency is a common complaint both from 

managers and consumers on the receiving end of social media and webchat conversations.  

Benchmarking 73 brands to identify excellence (and shortfalls) 

Using our REV™ framework, Procter has benchmarked 73 brands for their Facebook, 

Twitter and webchat performance. Sampling more than 7,000 interactions, Procter applied 

the REV™ framework to individual brands to create a unique, industry-leading benchmark 

that is essential for driving performance forward in 2015.  

In terms of speed, our analysis showed that the average response time to a tweet was three 

hours, while 80% of webchat conversations started within 30 seconds.  

Our research shows that very few brands are achieving success in all nine dimensions of the 

REV™ framework. This is of concern at a time when use of social media is becoming more 

critical in organisations’ overall ratings for customer satisfaction, NPS, and customer effort. 

 

  

46% of Twitter pages refer 

customers to their contact 

centre to resolve issues and 

complaints 

52% of Facebook pages 

refer customers to their 

contact centre to resolve 

issues and complaints 
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Applying REV’s nine dimensions  

Based on more than 30 years’ experience in sales and customer service consultancy and 

training, Procter identified the core elements of REV™ – Relationship, Efficiency and Value. 

The dimensions assessed focus on the quality of digital conversations between 

organisations and customers, rather than algorithm-based analysis of comment from 

customers. Put simply, REV™ assesses the performance of advisers in responding to social 

media comment and webchat interactions. 

The nine dimensions are:

 

Using the REV™ nine dimensions of success the benchmark goes well beyond issues such 

as adviser enthusiasm, ability to take control, knowledge, politeness, being on-message, and 

going the extra mile. Recognising that customers and brands value the dimensions 

differently, Procter used consumer research and feedback from businesses to rank the nine 

dimensions in terms of their importance. The top three are as follows: 

1. Sorted (resolving the issue) comes out as most important, and some organisations are 

clearly better at this than others.  

2. RT-worthy (producing responses the customer deems worthy of being passed on to 

friends and colleagues) is much less important.  

3. Savvy (understanding the social media environment) is also less valued by consumers, 

although still vital to a successful interaction.  
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REV™ – quality of digital customer conversations on Twitter for the 

travel and hospitality sector 

Our research looked at the following sectors: financial services, telecoms, travel and 

hospitality, retail and the public sector. In travel and hospitality, there is a 40-point difference 

in the benchmarked score between the best and worst performers.  

Explaining performance – where would your brand rank on REV™? 

Overall, only a few brands did particularly well across all sectors, while most were 

performing fairly or badly. The most common errors included 

 Not resolving the problem or query 

 Failing to understand the impact of the response on others on social 

media platforms 

 Lack of personalisation, ‘getting on the page’ of the customer 

 Poor writing skills 

 Overuse of ‘canned language’ 

 Not delivering any value – to the business or the customer 

 Failing to understand the wider context to the query 
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That said, in the case of Facebook posts, brands including Thomson, Lush, Schuh and 

Tesco performed better than average, showing that success is very achievable if the right 

measurement, blueprint and operational drivers are put in place by leaders. 

REV™ – quality of digital customer conversations on Facebook for 

all brands measured 

 

Note: The dots represent each of the brands measured by Procter. 

Procter has full results across Facebook, Twitter and webchat. This showed there was a 

distinct variation in performance, with webchat being handled better than social media, and 

Facebook being the area of underperformance.  

REV™ – average performance in digital customer conversations  
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3.3 Advisers delivering social media customer 

service and webchat need new skills and 

capabilities 

 

Some organisations expect their advisers to act with humour, to engage customers and to 

match the culture of social media head-on. Others recognise the less formal nature of social 

media compared with traditional customer service, though remain relatively formal. As one 

Social Media Manager said: “When we started, it was ‘Mr’ this and ‘Mrs’ that… But now our 

style guide is more relaxed – our customers want that.” 

The days of organisational reticence to engage with social media are gone – “There are only 

two people who are allowed to tweet for this company, and they both sit outside my office 

door.” The executives we spoke to all highlighted the importance and the criticality of the 

work social media and webchat advisers undertake.  

Capability of advisers is critical for brand protection – they could 

be stars 

Social media interactions are often public and, as such, there is a premium on quality – both 

of the adviser and the response. Advisers need a range of capabilities that are not 

necessarily the same as those required for contact centre advisers, where conversation is 

private.  

Overall, our analysis suggests that advisers need to be: 

 Well-informed  

 Channel transparent 

 Brand ambassadors 

 Personable  

 Knowledgeable 

 Focused 

 Connected to the big picture 

 Outstanding digital customer conversations are achievable, though they 
are very dependent on the skills of individual social media and webchat 
advisers 

 Variation in adviser capability is huge, stretching from inept to guru status 

 There is an unmet need for adviser capability development in these fast-
emerging channels 

 The focus should be on ensuring that organisations don’t suffer from 
‘brand grenades’ and that customer relationships grow 
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Creativity, subtlety and sensitivity are vital. Clumsy, robot-like conversations can be very 

damaging. Switched-off behaviour among advisers – sometimes found in contact centres – 

can be disastrous. Protecting your brand is an ongoing priority and advisers need guides 

and rules about how each interaction should be handled. 

Procter’s research showed that 37% of organisations 

used emoticons when responding to tweets from 

customers. The question is – are they used 

appropriately? Just letting advisers get on and work 

because they happen to be prolific Twitter users 

personally isn’t a solution. Letting things happen by 

default or allowing advisers to conduct their own 

conversations based on previous experience or 

incumbent skill is not a scalable solution.  

On occasions, leaders are absolving themselves of their responsibilities. Our executive 

interviewees suggested that some senior management see social media as something their 

teenage children know about and understand, but is off-limits to themselves. If organisations 

are serious about providing great digital customer conversations in a multi-channel context, 

then these concerns need to be put aside to develop an integrated customer contact 

strategy. This includes ensuring that advisers have the right attitudes, skills and capabilities 

to interact with the public. 

A system for building your digital customer communications 

Procter understands how to have conversations in the digital space that build worth in terms 

of Relationship, Efficiency and Value. We recognise that self-service means there are fewer 

opportunities to talk to customers, and social media gives the opportunity for brands to 

“make friends”. (As reported by Aleks Krotoski of the Digital Human on BBC Radio 4). Our 

analysis and research has shown that there are ‘hot buttons’ that organisations and advisers 

need to hit if they are to have successful interactions with customers through social media.  

Applying behavioural economics to digital customer 

conversations 

Procter has good experience of applying behavioural economics to customer 

communications. Our To BE or Not to BE research in 2012 uniquely trained advisers in using 

techniques to improve outcomes for customers and organisations. For digital customer 

conversations, our research shows the potential to apply systems 1 and 2 thinking 

(developed by Daniel Kahneman in the book Thinking, Fast and Slow) to help social media 

and webchat advisers know when and how to create brand-enhancing interactions.  

Acknowledging that there are times when consumers want a speedy, automated response, 

we need to balance this with the opportunities for ‘supercharged moments’ where advisers 

can maximise relationship and revenue generation.  

37% of organisations 

used emoticons when 
responding to tweets 
from customers 
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4 
How to create 

excellence in digital 

customer conversations 
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How to create excellence in digital customer 

conversations 

In summary, Procter understands the power of digital customer conversations and works 

with brands to build excellence in their social media and webchat teams. Our experience and 

research highlights six approaches and the key questions to ask that organisations 

participating in social media need to follow in order to achieve profitable digital customer 

conversations: 

1. Defend against digital customer conversations becoming potential ‘brand 

grenades’ 

The simplest mistake can become a PR disaster for any organisation. Does your 

organisation have the skills to avoid mistakes and a contingency plan if the worst 

happens? 

2. Bridge the digital dialogue measurement void 

Many organisations don’t know how to assess the quality of their conversations in social 

media and webchat. Do you know what good looks like for digital dialogue and how to 

measure it? 

3. Meet customer needs regardless of channel 

Although social media has its own culture, which has led some to argue that it’s 

fundamentally different from traditional service channels, consumers are still looking for 

the basic features of full resolution, good relationship and strong reassurance. Are you 

delivering first-class service through social media? 

4. Help marketing and service to work together 

Social media should not be owned by one department or another; organisations need to 

use it together, for a range of purposes, including winning new customers. Are your 

customer-facing teams working together with one voice? 

5. Close the quality gulf in digital customer conversations 

There is a huge variation in the quality of conversations across different organisations, 

platforms and advisers. Do you know how you stack up against your competitors? 

6. Develop your advisers to handle new channels effectively 

The research has shown the huge power of individual advisers and the need to develop 

skilled people with proper communication skills. Do you have a rigorous development 

plan in place for your people? 
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Speaking Clearly in the Digital Age? 

Your customers want to talk to you through social media and webchat. 

We can help you equip your people to interact through these channels 

effectively and professionally. Talk to us today. 

Contact Rebecca Grey-Smart, Head of Client Services  

E rgrey-smart@procter.co.uk  

T 07976 749275 

W www.procter.co.uk 

  

mailto:rgrey-smart@procter.co.uk
http://www.procter.co.uk/
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Call us 0207 6108899 

Email hello@procter.co.uk 

Web www.Procter.co.uk 
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